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About This Content

The Adventurer's Journey III continues to provide the backdrop for all of your adventuring needs. Taking a trip to the past, this
musical medley is composed of timeless melodic pieces. Whether you're looking for the quiet theme to accompany a tragic

event, or merely a hint of nostalgia, you'll find the perfect theme with this pack.

You can listen to more of Kairi's compositions in Adventurer's Journey I and Adventurer's Journey II.

This pack contains:

20 Orchestrated Tracks

Looped OGG Vorbis files for RPG Maker VX/Ace and WAVs for IG Maker

The MP3 version of the tracks are also included

Royalty free music to use in your commercial and non-commercial RPG/IG Maker projects
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Title: RPG Maker VX Ace - The Adventurer's Journey III
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
Kairi Sawler
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 16 Sep, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor:Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Hard Drive:400 MB HD space

English,French,German,Italian
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Basically the gameplay of Choice of Magics can be summed up in 4 simple steps:

01 Situation X arises;
02 Choose between magics A, B, and C for dealing with said situation;
03 Situation dealt with; mastery of magic A/B/C increases!
04 GOTO 01

What about roleplay? Sorry I haven't seen any. Such a grave disappointment considering that this came from the same guy
behind Choice of Robots. Go play that one instead if you haven't done so already.. A difficult little puzzle game that feels like
an homage to the first Myst. Even the intro music reminds us of Myst. It is a game for fans of Myst I think.

Similarly to Myst, you find yourself stranded on the beach of a mysterious island and will have to explore, uncover the game
story and find clues to solve the different puzzles in order to figure out how to leave the island. But here, instead of traveling
through books, the idea of the game is about traveling through paintings.

I really like what the developer tried to achieve with this game, but the present game still needs some work done.
There are typos, the mouse pointer is kind of frustrating to use and some clues are way too hard to figure out. \t Adding colors
to the shapes representing real objects would help, like drawing a yellow square for the tent, a brown rectangle for the
log\u2026\t But the main setback is that the save system is bugged. There is no manual save, only an auto save supposed to save
your progress after you solve a puzzle. And the problem is that auto-saves are missing for two of the puzzles: The wooden lodge
door and the paint puzzles. Which means that if you quit the game or if you want to experience both endings of the game, you
have to redo both puzzles everytime. The lodge door puzzle only consists of reentering the door code you found out, so it is fine,
but the paint puzzle requires at least 15 to 20 minutes to redo all the steps to complete it, so it is kind of frustrating (also given
that it is the longest puzzle to figure out), because it means that you have to complete the whole game to avoid redoing it again. I
do not really like spending many consecutive hours on a game, so I ended up directly looking at the last puzzle solution in the
walkthrough to complete the game. I was disappointed in this, I so much prefer taking my time trying to solve puzzles\u2026

So anyway, I quite liked the idea of this game, but I am not sure if I can really recommend the game in its current state. If you
like Myst-like games and have a whole day or week-end to throw at it, I would say go for it. But if the developer could fix the
save system or even improve it by including manual saves, it would make the game much more enjoyable. I\u2019ll update my
review when this is fixed.. Although the graphics are not very modern, but the shooter is interesting.. The game looks very nice
and I really want to like it but it is just impossibly hard. Maybe I am just terrible but I have been playing these types of games
for over 20 years without this much trouble. barley can defeat the first 10 enemies. Finishing the first level will never happen as
i always get destroyed.. + 7 hours of content (still grab on sale though)
+ good if you want mindless clicking
+ timed mode and easy\/relaxed mode
+ easy to 100%

- terrible attempt at a storyline
- power ups are a pain to use, plus you never know when you'll get to earn them
- no strategy, just random clicking
- some levels can take a few restarts as it relies on RNG for tiles to drop and the reshuffle of tiles doesn't work if there are
matches under locked cells :\/
- repetitive soundtrack
- no replay value

There are much better games of this style on steam, 4 elements especially, treasures of montezuma 4 if you want more of a
challenge. I thought that you would drag to match 3 but it is only clicking groups of 3 or more to clear tiles. I finished the game
on easy but the timed mode doesn't provide much more - it is the same game, just with a time limit.

I don't recommend the game and if you are interested, I suggest grabbing it on a sale.. I was stuck looking for puzzle games until
I found this masterpiece. The graphics are minimal yet effective; the music is outstanding; and the puzzles are amazing.
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Induction starts you out slow with a few tutorials in the beginning and thows you head-on into unexpected situations. Although
some puzzles are similar to the ones you complete earlier, the twists added make it even more interesting. The way puzzles work
when introducing a new puzzle mechanic is that you need to test what it does, and use it.

If I could change only one thing, I would make it so the isometric view isn't as slightly-confusing as it is right now.

My favorite games similar to this are Braid and FEZ. I frickin love time-travel puzzle mechanics.

TL;DR: it's a fantastic game.. Simply amazing! The graphics are so incredible in this game! I swear best game ever!

EVEN GIFTED IT TO MY FRIEN POAD FOR X-MAS. XX

MERRY X-MAS BEST DEVELOPER EVER XX
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Useless DLC. Easy 100% / 30min + 1h for trading cards.
Just start, make some puzzles and finish the game.
Choices doesn't really matter.. The world could use a few more good arcade sports games that don't take themselves too
seriously.

This game, with its hard-coded "PUSH THE [A] BUTTON ON YOUR GAMEPAD" pop-ups, non-rebindable keyboard
controls, thirty seconds of unskippable developer credits at the start of each launch, GUIs that don't recognize mouse input,
tedious and thoroughly uninteresting "story mode" (literally nothing more than matches against progressively-harder teams),
wretched music, and a bland lack of personality wherever you look (from the Extremely Generic Font™ right down to the
sudden, jarring way the games just... end... when time expires) - is not it.

It's competent in places, but really not worth actual money.. Some problems, but overall a pretty comfy game, maybe not worth
15 dollars but if its on sale i'd pick it up. I really do recommend this software but only for those who are just stepping into the
business. Its a good start if you dont know how to use Photoshop or Illustrator. This software can give beginners a jump start
and may improve their way to combining shapes, way to think and etc. It has a library which has lots of various artworks,
templates and shapes that you can at least create an idea on your mind and redesign it in Illustrator or P.Shop.

The only thing that i didnt like about this software is, it has no option to export your work in ".eps" or in any kind of vector
format. Yes, its obviosly you can not export as such because as you can guess its pixel based. You can only export in common
formats like JPEG, BMP, PNG, TIFF, GIF, PDF and SWF.

I hope STUDIO V5 would consider to improve this software in the future and bring a solution for users to work in a vector
based space.

For short,
This software has lot to give and it is promising but needs a bit more improving.
Yes it is a worthy software for this amount of price. But if you are lack of imagination and creativity, even a million dollar
software cant save you.

Regards.. So I saw this and it reminded me of that other game where you are trapped on an island and must survive, but only in
VR. Great idea and I love it.

However... The FPS is jumping around a lot which really hurts the eyes, makes you have motion sickness, and isn't great for the
experience the game is trying to give you. Not only that but it is unclear how to make items. I spend 4 minutes trying to figure
out how to make a axe. Then you have the character talking to you (himself) about how he needs to do something/what he needs
before he does something. At first it was helpful but after 10 minutes it gets old after the 4th time of him explaining how to get
rope.

Really if they fixed the FPS and make it where he just says something once or twice then it would be a okay game. As it is, not
really worth the try.. super interesting and moderately f***ed up story. loved it.
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